Cosmopolitan Collection Makes Announcement About Upcoming
Changes For Organizer
Cosmopolitan Collection issued a statement today that the current discounts on their
best-selling acrylic makeup organizer will be ending soon.
Cosmopolitan Collection issued a statement today that the current discounts on their best-selling
acrylic makeup organizer will be ending soon.El Paso, TX, United States - March 14, 2017
/PressCable/ -Cosmopolitan Collection announced today that the current discount on their acrylic makeup
organizer, which is the #1 rated makeup organizer on Amazon.com, will be ending soon.
"Since the launch of our organizer two years ago, we have gained a very loyal customer base," said
Cosmopolitan Collection spokesperson Rob Bowser. "Sales have exceeded projections. Customers
are leaving glowing reviews of our product. We have tried to keep the price of our makeup organizer
as low as possible, but unfortunately, material costs have increased to the point that we must raise
the price on our organizer."
The makeup organizer is made of clear, injection molded acrylic that is durable, scratch-resistant
and easy to clean. The organizer is made of two separate units that can be used stacked or apart.
Within those units are four drawers with large, easy to use handles and 16 additional spaces that
can hold everything from cotton swabs to makeup brushes, lipstick, pallets, and nail polish. The
makeup organizer provides many different spaces to hold a large variety of cosmetic supplies.
Customers love the Cosmopolitan Collection makeup organizer. Over 200 customers have left
reviews, and 97% of customers said they like the makeup organizer. A five-star review was left by
one verified purchaser, who wrote, "I did a lot of searching before I purchased this organizer. I love
how the two sections come apart. You can keep them stacked together but it gives you the option to
customize it to fit what you need. I sometimes take one section apart and move it closer to me so I
can get easier access to my mascara and eye liners. I was trying to find a way to store my makeup
so I could access everything but see it too. This little organizer was a great solution. When it arrived
in the mail, it was packed very carefully and when I opened it I was stunned. It was heavier than I
thought it would be and a lot sturdier. You just can't tell from the photo how high quality this
organizer is. I love it and hope to use this for many years to come."
Cosmopolitan Collection sells their acrylic makeup organizer exclusively on Amazon.com, where all
orders of $49 or more are shipped for free.
About Cosmopolitan Collection: "As an honest and ethical company, Cosmopolitan Collection
focuses all energy, resources, and effort to organizing the world in a beautiful way. By creating a
single, acrylic makeup organizer, Cosmopolitan Collection works to improve the world by bringing
the best quality makeup organizer in the world to market so that all men and women can use and
enjoy the product at a reasonable price."
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